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       To all those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom -
those who love God with all of their heart:

THE FATHER IS UNFOLDING HIS MARVELLOUS
PLAN TO BOTH EXPOSE AND TEAR DOWN THE
MASSIVE RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES THAT
HAVE CONTINUALLY PLAGUED AND CURSED
THE TRUE WORK OF GOD

...."that He might present to Himself the church in all
her glory, having no spot or wrinkle or any such thing;
but that she would be holy and blameless".... Ephesians
5:27 NASB

In these days, the Father is unfolding His marvellous
plan to both expose and tear down the "massive religious
structure(s)" that have continually plagued and cursed the
true work of God. It has been Satan's plan throughout the
centuries to establish "religious environments" -
particularly in certain larger cities throughout the earth. It
was his plan to then set up vast hierarchies and networks
[denominational structures] which would fuel self-effort
and pride in the midst of God's people through the
continual outpouring of the darkness and death which are
the spontaneous manifestation of ANY word spoken and
ANY activity carried out apart from Christ [the Anointed
One and His Anointing]. 

VAST MULTITUDES HAVE CONTINUED TO
ADHERE TO THAT WHICH "APPEARS"
SPIRITUAL IN THESE RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES

...."For many walk, of whom I often told you, and
now tell you even weeping, [that they are] enemies of the
cross of Christ, whose end is destruction, whose god is
[their] appetite, and [whose] glory is in their shame, who
set their minds on earthly things".... Philippians 3:18-19
NASB

Because many in "leadership" have continued to
operate in fear [pride and the seeking after self-glory], as
opposed to divine faith [a divine faith working through a
perfect love for God and for His people], many [and
various] types of controlling spirits have been "allowed"
to move freely in the midst of all those whose hearts were
not wholly given to pursue holiness and the fullness of
Kingdom-living. Because of these things, vast multitudes
have continued to adhere to that which "appears" spiritual

in these religious structures [false doctrines, "good"
works etc.] but, in reality, they are structures that are a
counterfeit of the true work of the Holy Spirit in
establishing a "spotless and unblemished" Church, and
they both deny and lack the divine empowerment which
would truly prepare those people that God has given them. 

Their failure to live the life of the Cross [obedience
unto the crucifixion of the "self-life"] has kept their
"sheep" in a place of non-resistance to the schemes of the
Evil One, and if these sheep do not flee from the paths of
unrighteousness [their improper spiritual and physical
positioning] they will leave themselves to be struck down
by Satan - as both he and his forces are put to flight [in
stark terror] by the Glorious Church in this final hour.

TRUE AUTHORITY ALWAYS MANIFESTS
ITSELF IN A PERFECT LOVE AND OBEDIENCE
TO GOD  

...."I am the Vine; you are the branches. Whoever
lives in Me and I in him bears much [abundant] fruit.
However, apart from Me [cut off from vital union with
Me] you can do nothing".... John 15:5 The Amplified
Translation

The spirit of intimidation working in many areas of
the church in these days is the spontaneous by-product of
those in authority [on any level] who have forsaken the
counsel and guidance of the Holy Spirit - in order to forge
their own Kingdom [environment]. True authority
ALWAYS manifests itself in a perfect love and obedience
to God. The actions and words of the true delegated
authority will ALWAYS be found bringing about the
greatest eternal benefit in any given moment for all those
who are brought across their path. False authority
ALWAYS attempts to "dominate" and intimidate with a
view to controlling their own environment - and all who
are in their sphere of influence - another strong reason
why the child of God should NEVER "fellowship" with
[have an ongoing relationship with] those whose heart is
not wholly given to the Will of God. 

AS FAR AS DEALING WITH THOSE WHO ARE
OPERATING IN A "CONTROLLING" SPIRIT WE
MUST NEVER COMPROMISE!

...."For am I now seeking the favor of men, or of
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God? Or am I striving to please men? If I were still trying
to please men, I would not be a bond-servant of Christ"....
Galatians 1:10 NASB

In other words, if one is in agreement with their
agenda then all is fine. If their "agenda" [selfish goals and
aims] is threatened in any way then they must lash out
with a view to bringing about some form of forced
agreement - in order to reassure themselves of their
course. The only escape for them from this bondage is to
lay their own desires down and diligently inquire of the
Spirit of wisdom and revelation as to the proper course for
them to follow. As far as dealing with those who are
operating in a "controlling" spirit we must NEVER
compromise! For as we are faithful to hold fast to the
revelation of truth in our heart the evil ground within
them shall surely be exposed. What they then do with that
"exposure" will depend on whether they truly love God or
not, for it is certain that they will have the opportunity to
"act" on what has been revealed to them - one way or the
other.

THE REALITY OF THE GLORIOUS CHURCH
SHALL "EXPLODE" IN THE FACE OF SATAN'S
SCHEMES

...."And it shall come to pass in the last days, God
declares, that I will pour out of My Spirit upon all
mankind, and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy [telling forth the divine counsels] and your
young men shall see visions [divinely granted
appearances], and your old men shall dream [divinely
suggested] dreams. Yes, and on My menservants also and
on My maidservants in those days I will pour out of My
Spirit, and they shall prophesy [telling forth the divine
counsels and predicting future events pertaining
especially to God's Kingdom]. And I will show wonders in
the sky above and signs on the earth beneath, blood and
fire and smoking vapor; The sun shall be turned into
darkness and the moon into blood before the obvious day
of the Lord comes - that great and notable and
conspicuous and renowned [day]. And it shall be that
whoever shall call upon the name of the Lord [invoking,
adoring, and worshiping the Lord -Christ] shall be saved
[Joel 2:28-32.]".... Acts 2:17-21 The Amplified
Translation

Through a consecrated and sanctified remnant - a
remnant of God's people who are consumed with holy fire
- the Father will now move powerfully to confront ALL in
the midst of His people that is apart from His holy
purposes in the earth. The words of the true apostles and
prophets shall now come to pass in the fullness of all that

God intended, and the reality of the Glorious Church shall
"explode" in the face of Satan's schemes to keep the
children of God in bondage to his lies. In these days
many, many captives shall be set free and, in this most
critical hour, as the Holy Spirit is poured out to the
greatest degree ever known to man, great liberty and
freedom - such as has never been experienced by those
who love God - shall immediately produce a people who
shall live and walk "non-stop supernaturally" from this
point to the catching away of the Church.

THOSE WHO TRULY DESIRE TO BE USED IN
THE USHERING IN OF THE GLORIOUS CHURCH
MUST ALLOW THEMSELVES TO BE MADE
READY BY THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

...."Trust in the LORD with all your heart and do not
lean on your own understanding. In all your ways
acknowledge Him, and He will make your paths
straight".... Proverbs 3:5-6 NASB

...."According to the grace of God which was given
to me, like a wise master builder I laid a foundation, and
another is building on it. But each man must be careful
how he builds on it. For no man can lay a foundation
other than the one which is laid, which is Jesus Christ.
Now if any man builds on the foundation with gold, silver,
precious stones, wood, hay, straw, each man's work will
become evident; for the day will show it because it is [to
be] revealed with fire, and the fire itself will test the
quality of each man's work. If any man's work which he
has built on it remains, he will receive a reward. If any
man's work is burned up, he will suffer loss; but he
himself will be saved, yet so as through fire".... 1
Corinthians 3:10-15 NASB 

In any given moment, there is only one right(eous)
place for each individual child of God to be in. It is up to
each one who truly loves God to approach Him with a
view to making certain that they are where they are
supposed to be in these days - and of course, in the
meantime, they are to be found maintaining obedience in
the particular environment which they are presently in.
Perfect obedience will ALWAYS lead one into the perfect
spiritual environment that the Father has for them - and
only He knows exactly what [and when] that will be.
Thus, it is of extreme importance for every child of God
to hold no preconceived notions [and I do mean none]
concerning the Father's plan for their life - both
individually and corporately. 

Many - up until this time - have allowed themselves
to continually limit God in their life and ministry through
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a holding to some form of self-agenda and self-desire.
Because of this they are "frozen" [locked] - spiritually
speaking - in a place far below the fullness of their
precious Kingdom-position and destiny in Christ. The
good news is that the great light that is about to be poured
forth through the Glorious Church - a great light that will
expose every last element of darkness and fear that is still
being held to - will bring all those who are truly seeking
the fulness of the Father's Will into a place of
"illumination" [enlightenment]. If their heart is truly
toward the purpose of God then they will know exactly
what to do - through the revelation and unction of the
Holy Spirit. 

If one's heart is not wholly given to the purposes of
God then they will - without exception - be carried further
into darkness and rebellion! Either way, the deepest
thoughts of every heart shall now be exposed [judged] -
with great blessing and empowerment overtaking those
abiding in righteousness and great torment and weeping
for those who have forsaken [cast off] the plan of God for
their life and ministry. Those who truly desire to be used
in the ushering in of the Glorious Church MUST allow
themselves to be made ready by the power of the Holy
Spirit - for it is certain that NO MORE shall the blind lead
the blind in the midst of God's people!

THERE IS NO MORE TIME LEFT FOR THE
CHILD OF GOD SEEKING THE FULNESS OF
THEIR DESTINY IN CHRIST TO "ENTERTAIN"
[INVITE] ANYTHING IN THEIR LIVES THAT IS
"INORDINATE"

...."And His gifts were [varied; He Himself appointed
and gave men to us] some to be apostles (special
messengers), some prophets (inspired preachers and
expounders), some evangelists (preachers of the Gospel,
traveling missionaries), some pastors (shepherds of His
flock) and teachers. His intention was the perfecting and
the full equipping of the saints (His consecrated people),
[that they should do] the work of ministering toward
building up Christ's body (the church), [That it might
develop] until we all attain oneness in the faith and in the
comprehension of the [full and accurate] knowledge of
the Son of God, that [we might arrive] at really mature
manhood (the completeness of personality which is
nothing less than the standard height of Christ's own
perfection), the measure of the stature of the fullness of
the Christ and the completeness found in Him. So then, we
may no longer be children, tossed [like ships] to and fro
between chance gusts of teaching and wavering with
every changing wind of doctrine, [the prey of] the
cunning and cleverness of unscrupulous men, [gamblers

engaged] in every shifting form of trickery in inventing
errors to mislead. Rather, let our lives lovingly express
truth [in all things, speaking truly, dealing truly, living
truly]. Enfolded in love, let us grow up in every way and
in all things into Him Who is the Head, [even] Christ (the
Messiah, the Anointed One). For because of Him the
whole body (the church, in all its various parts), closely
joined and firmly knit together by the joints and ligaments
with which it is supplied, when each part [with power
adapted to its need] is working properly [in all its
functions], grows to full maturity, building itself up in
love".... Ephesians 4:11-16 The Amplified Translation

Basically, the job of the five-fold ministry is to lead
the people of God into the fullness of their inheritance in
Christ, and, also, to lead them into the unity of the faith
[to lead them into one accord] - and, thus, lead them into
that place of "power" [divine empowerment] that the
Father desires every one of His children to abide in. It is
important for EVERY child of God to realize that they are
in a perpetual state of learning, and that it is better to learn
from the place of an abiding obedience than to be
disobedient. 

In this hour, when a great and glorious light is being
poured forth from the Throne Room, it should never have
to come to the point where one walks in darkness and
confusion [apart from revelation knowledge]
"unknowingly. Then, eventually [finally] realize [if they
have a heart for the Will of God] that something is amiss
in their walk, and have to be brought by the Holy Spirit
back to the place where they departed from the Will of
God - and make the necessary correction [a correction
that would not have been required if that one had laid
their life (self-life) down initially]. 

There is no more time left for the child of God
seeking the fullness of their destiny in Christ to
"entertain" [invite in] anything in their lives that is
"inordinate" - whether that be certain mind-sets of
unbelief or any form of "self" [self-effort, self-indulgence
etc.]. It is truly time to "redeem the time" on every front!
If I could put one stamp on defining this year it would be
"pin-point accuracy" in the midst of God's people. God is
raising up a people who are going to move in a manner
that does not deviate in ANY way from the holy path that
has been laid out before them. They will be a mighty army
who refuse to act or speak apart from a revelation of the
Father's Will. 

...."The Lord utters His voice before His army;
Surely His camp is very great, For strong is he who
carries out His word. The day of the Lord indeed great
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and very awesome, and who can endure it?".... Joel 2:11
NASB

THE REMNANT CHURCH ARE A PEOPLE THAT
WILL BE FOUND NEEDING THE FULL COUNSEL
AND WISDOM OF GOD IN ORDER TO CARRY
OUT THE GLORIOUS TASK [MANDATE] THAT IS
BEFORE THEM

...."Enter through the narrow gate; for wide is the
gate and spacious and broad is the way that leads away to
destruction, and many are those who are entering through
it. But the gate is narrow (contracted by pressure) and
the way is straitened and compressed that leads away to
life, and few are those who find it. [Deut. 30:19; Jer.
21:8]".... Matthew 7:13-14 The Amplified Translation 

...."A highway will be there, a roadway, and it will be
called the Highway of Holiness. The unclean will not
travel on it, but it will be for him who walks that way, and
fools will not wander on it. No lion will be there, nor will
any vicious beast go up on it; These will not be found
there. But the redeemed will walk there, and the ransomed
of the LORD will return And come with joyful shouting to
Zion, with everlasting joy upon their heads. They will find
gladness and joy, and sorrow and sighing will flee
away".... Isaiah 35:8-10 NASB 

There are no "shortcuts" when there is only one path!
Each and every child of God is called to the narrow path -
the highway of holiness. In this year, all those who truly
love God will come to the full realization of the fact that
they are accountable before God to be led by the Spirit, to
walk by the Spirit and to speak by the power of the Holy
Spirit. In other words, to be empowered by Him in ALL
things. If the Holy Spirit is not given full control in the
life of the believer THEN they are going to wander out
into darkness to some degree - without exception. The
Remnant Church are a people that have come to a deep
realization of their need of the full counsel and wisdom of
God - in order to carry out the glorious task [mandate]
that is before them. All those who truly love God in these
days are coming to a deeper perception that God's way is
the best way - regardless of what it may look like or feel
like initially. 

WHEN ONE BEGINS TO GRASP THE ABSOLUTE
NATURE AND CHARACTER OF GOD THEN
THEY WILL BEGIN TO ENTER INTO ANOTHER
REALM ALTOGETHER - THE REALM OF THE
KINGDOM

...."we have the mind of Christ [the Messiah] and do

hold the thoughts [feelings and purposes] of His heart"....
1 Corinthians 2:16b The Amplified Translation

Maintaining close and intimate contact and
fellowship with the Father and His Word is a spiritual
"safeguard" against self-exaltation in the ministry - and to
the maintenance of being a pure channel and vessel of
God's love and power. If we do not come to intimately
"know" the God we serve as an absolute God THEN there
will remain a tendency within one to search out the
aforementioned "shortcuts". 

This of course will open the door to deception and
confusion - ultimately causing that one to fall far short of
the fullness of God's plan for their life and ministry. When
one begins to grasp the absolute Nature and Character of
God THEN they will begin to enter in to another realm
altogether - the realm of the Kingdom. The world and the
Kingdom are at opposite poles - for the mind behind the
"world" and the "Mind" behind the Kingdom are two
different minds.

LET US BE FOUND DOING ALL THINGS SIMPLY
BECAUSE WE LOVE GOD, WE ADORE HIM AND
WE ARE IMMENSELY THANKFUL FOR ALL
THAT HE HAS DONE ON OUR BEHALF

...."Be earnest and unwearied and steadfast in your
prayer [life], being [both] alert and intent in [your
praying] with thanksgiving".... Colossians 4:2 The
Amplified Translation

...."He who offers a sacrifice of thanksgiving honors
Me; And to him who orders [his] way [aright] I shall
show the salvation of God".... Psalms 50:23 NASB

...."the path of the righteous is like the light of dawn,
that shines brighter and brighter until the full day"....
Proverbs 4:18 NASB

In this most glorious hour, the Father is "fine-tuning"
all those who truly love Him - that they might enter into
the place wherein everything that they say and do is but a
spontaneous manifestation of their perfect love for Him.
The chief desire and motivation for everyone who truly
loves God should be to be solely motivated - in ALL
things - by their love for Him. It should not matter what
situations one has to deal with or even what their present
spiritual or physical positioning is. Let us be found doing
ALL things simply because we love God, we adore Him
and we are immensely thankful for all that He has done on
our behalf, in Christ. 
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When the Christian rises up into that place the things
that had hindered them immediately fall away, and the
Devil becomes a "distant" enemy. Even though there is
still an almost continual confrontation with him in one's
physical walk he will not get anywhere near the "heart" of
the believer that is "abiding " in revelation knowledge -
regardless of what his evil intentions and schemes are.
Many are sometimes discouraged by the continual conflict
in their walk but, in reality, it is the times of conflict and
testing that give one the opportunity to express a perfect
and absolute love towards God - and, in their continued
faithfulness and patience they will not fail to inherit the
fullness of the promise [vision-revelation] that the Father
has blessed them with.

 Let us hear the words of the Father:

THE SPIRIT OF A MAN MUST DICTATE HIS
"DESIRES" -  NOT THE SOUL OR THE BODY

...."The spirit of a man must dictate his "desires" not
the soul or the body. For if one's desires are dictated by
the soul and body [the flesh], they shall be "unrighteous"
in nature and based only on the gratification of oneself,
without any regard for My Will. On the other hand, the
"desires" impressed upon the spirit of a man by the Holy
Spirit, through prayer and constant fellowship with Me,
shall be "righteous" in nature, and as these desires are
continually acted upon, in other words, as one orders
their entire life in and through these righteous desires,
they shall attain to the fulness of their calling and shall
constantly be, both in My sight and in the sight of flesh
and blood, a most holy "sign and wonder"....

...."True faith is never anything less than an
"absolute" dependence upon My Word, through a perfect
obedience"....

...."One cannot live for themselves to "any" degree
and expect to be "knit together" in love"....

...."The lies of Satan never become a "serious
matter" until someone believes them!"....

...."All "true" giving is motivated by the Spirit of
Love"....

...."If one continually eats too much then their spirit-
man cannot remain in its proper position over their soul
and their body"....

...."Only a fool attempts to justify foolishness"....

...."It is time to do great things!"....

...."All "criticism" [false judgement] is the product of
a self-righteousness"....

...."I created My children for "perfection"!....

...."A "spirit of accusation" can never be of Me!"....

...."A "passive faith" equals fear and mistrust"....

                                      ***** 

       NUGGETS FROM THE INNER CHAMBER

* There is no "waste" [time, effort, anointing etc.] in
the Kingdom - for EVERY purpose of the Father [held to
in a steadfast faith, love and obedience] reaches its
"fullest" potential, in Christ, without fail.

...."Therefore, my beloved brethren, be firm
[steadfast], immovable, always abounding in the work of
the Lord [always being superior, excelling, doing more
than enough in the service of the Lord], knowing and
being continually aware that your [righteous] labor [of
Love] in the Lord is not futile [it is never wasted or to no
purpose]".... 1 Corinthians 15:58 The Amplified
Translation

...."But we do [strongly and earnestly] desire for
each of you to show the same diligence and sincerity [all
the way through] in realizing and enjoying the full
assurance and development of [your] hope until the end,
In order that you may not grow disinterested and become
[spiritual] sluggards, but imitators, behaving as do those
who through faith (by their leaning of the entire
personality on God in Christ in absolute trust and
confidence in His power, wisdom, and goodness) and by
practice of patient endurance and waiting are [now]
inheriting the promises".... Hebrews 6:11-12 The
Amplified Translation

* When one commits ALL things to the Lord [by faith
- and regardless of how they may feel {good or not so
good}] BEFORE they enter into any given situation then
it is certain that ALL that they say and do will accomplish
the Father's highest purpose. This is what is called
"locking" things in prayer [abiding {in an absolute faith}
in "the place called Done"] and, after one has made the
the quality decision in their heart to walk and speak in
Love, all that is said and done CANNOT FAIL to succeed
in the matter for which they were sent. 
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It is a wonderful thing to be able to "lock" things in
prayer according to a revelation of the Lord's highest
purpose and, then, just simply continue on [in faith and
love] doing and saying [proclaiming] ONLY those things
that align with the Word [Will] of God - KNOWING that
what was prayed [proclaimed] will always come to pass,
perfectly, in His timing.

...."For My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are
your ways My ways," declares the LORD. For as the
heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher
than your ways and My thoughts than your thoughts. For
as the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do
not return there without watering the earth and making it
bear and sprout, and furnishing seed to the sower and
bread to the eater; So will My word be which goes forth
from My mouth; It will not return to Me empty, without
accomplishing what I desire, and without succeeding in
the matter for which I sent it".... Isaiah 55:10-11 NASB

* There are only a "select few" [comparatively
speaking] who truly understand the heart of the Father
and the Kingdom - and, thus, have a revelation of the
Glorious Church and the "true" prophetic timetable. The
good news is that it has always been the Lord's mode of
operation for a "few" [again, comparatively speaking] to
lead the many into the "fullness" of their destiny [Moses,
Joseph etc.] - and so will it be in this final hour.

...."Enter through the narrow gate; for wide is the
gate and spacious and broad is the way that leads away to
destruction, and many are those who are entering through
it. But the gate is narrow [contracted by pressure] and
the way is straitened and compressed that leads away to
life, and few are those who find it".... Matthew 7:13-14
The Amplified Translation

...."For many are called [invited and summoned], but
few are chosen [found fit]".... Matthew 22:14 The
Amplified Translation

* If the "shepherds" do not feed the sheep with
"nutritious" food [a revelation of God's Word {Will}]
THEN they will SURELY fall away from a "diligent"
pursuit of their destiny, in Christ [or they will go
elsewhere in their pursuit of "true" spiritual environment
- at the leading of the Lord].

...."Jesus said to them, 'My food [nourishment] is to
do the will [pleasure] of Him Who sent Me and to
accomplish and completely finish His work".... John 4:34
The Amplified Translation

...."Woe to the shepherds who are destroying and
scattering the sheep of My pasture!" declares the Lord.
Therefore thus says the Lord of Israel concerning the
shepherds who are tending My people: 'You have
scattered My flock and driven them away, and have not
attended to them; behold, I am about to attend to you for
the evil of your deeds, declares the LORD. Then I Myself
will gather the remnant of My flock out of all the
countries where I have driven them and bring them back
to their pasture, and they will be fruitful and multiply. I
will also raise up shepherds over them and they will tend
them; and they will not be afraid any longer, nor be
terrified, nor will any be missing,' declares the LORD"....
Jeremiah 23:1-4 NASB

* It has been preached [taught] in certain areas of the
church at large that the gifts are limited to one or two at
most for an individual [that is another very convenient
"doctrine" for the Enemy to block the flow of the Holy
Spirit - much like the one that states that healing is no
longer available for us today or that the apostles and
prophets are no longer needed!] but, in reality, not only
are the gifts made operative as the Spirit wills they are
also distributed by Him to individuals - according to the
greatest need in any given situation or circumstance. In
this final hour, it will definitely become "the norm" for
those whose hearts are "wholly" given to the Lord to
literally "flow" [both individually and corporately] in the
gifts of the Holy Spirit.

"flow" - to stream or well forth;

...."He who believes in Me [who cleaves to and trusts
in and relies on Me] as the Scripture has said, From his
innermost being shall flow [continuously] springs and
rivers of living water. But He [Jesus] was speaking here
of the Spirit, Whom those who believed [trusted, had
faith] in Him were afterward to receive. For the [Holy]
Spirit had not yet been given, because Jesus was not yet
glorified [raised to honor]".... John 7:38-39 The
Amplified Translation

...."Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same
Spirit. And there are varieties of ministries, and the same
Lord. There are varieties of effects, but the same God who
works all things in all persons. But to each one is given
the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. For
to one is given the word of wisdom through the Spirit, and
to another the word of knowledge according to the same
Spirit; to another faith by the same Spirit, and to another
gifts of healing by the one Spirit, and to another the
effecting of miracles, and to another prophecy, and to
another the distinguishing of spirits, to another various
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kinds of tongues, and to another the interpretation of
tongues. But one and the same Spirit works all these
things, distributing to each one individually just as He
wills".... 1 Corinthians 12:4-11 NASB

* What a wonderful thing it is for one to both be
trusted "implicitly" and to be able to trust another,
"implicitly". 

"implicitly" - unquestioning or unreserved; absolute;

...."Many a man/woman proclaims his/her own
loyalty, but who can find a trustworthy man/woman?"....
Proverbs 20:6 NASB

* Never doubt your calling or the Lord's faithfulness to
finish the work that He has begun in you. You [as a child
of God] were [and are] "anointed" from before the
foundations of the earth to carry out every last detail of
the Father's perfect Will for your life and ministry! In
other words, "It is ALREADY done" - in the place called
Done [the place of an absolute faith in the finished work
of the Lord Jesus Christ - and all that that entails
concerning one's destiny, in Him]!

...."Before I formed you in the womb I knew [and]
approved of you [as My chosen instrument], and before
you were born I separated and set you apart,
consecrating you".... Jeremiah 1:5 The Amplified
Translation

...."For we are God's [own] handiwork [His
workmanship], recreated in Christ Jesus, [born anew]
that we may do those good works which God predestined
[planned beforehand] for us [taking paths which He
prepared ahead of time], that we should walk in them
[living the good life which He prearranged and made
ready for us to live]".... Ephesians 2:10 The Amplified
Translation 

* Above all else in this hour, one needs to give the
Word [Will] of God preeminence in their life on a daily
basis, and begin to practice the art of stillness and
quietness before Him ["practicing His Presence"] in the
"inner chamber" [the place where revelation {divine
Light} "flows"]. No one can ever even hope to learn to
hear with great clarity the still, small voice of the Holy
Spirit without having a "lifestyle" built upon these two
foundations. Busyness of mind and body [through
excessive activity - both mental and physical] is a certain
hindrance [one might say blockage] to one walking in
[and by] the Spirit - through the continual hearing of His
Voice. 

...."Be still, [in a certain and steadfast trust] and
know that I [am] God".... Psalms 46:10 NASB

...."In quietness and trust is your strength".... Isaiah
30:15 NASB

...."And He said, Go out and stand on the mount
before the Lord. And behold, the Lord passed by, and a
great and strong wind rent the mountains and broke in
pieces the rocks before the Lord, but the Lord was not in
the wind; and after the wind an earthquake, but the Lord
was not in the earthquake; And after the earthquake a
fire, but the Lord was not in the fire; and after the fire [a
sound of gentle stillness and] a still, small voice".... 1
Kings 19:11-12 The Amplified Translation

* If "men" do not position themselves [in the "inner
chamber"] to have their mind "renewed" by the Word of
God EVERY day [and, thus, come to know the Father's
heart and love] THEN, concerning God's daughters, they
will be bound to a certain degree by "self-exaltation"
[through fear, pride, and darkness]  - and, thus, be found
seeking to dominate and control them in some way
RATHER than be found walking in the love and authority
of God as their protector, provider, friend and nurturer [in
spiritual things].

...."Do not be conformed to this world [this age],
[fashioned after and adapted to its external, superficial
customs], but be transformed [changed] by the [entire]
renewal of your mind [by its new ideals and its new
attitude], so that you may prove [for yourselves] what is
the good and acceptable and perfect will of God, even the
thing which is good and acceptable and perfect [in His
sight for you]".... Romans 12:2 The Amplified Translation

...."The Lord gives the command; The women who
proclaim the good tidings are a great host".... Psalms
68:11 NASB

...."Her children rise up and bless her; Her husband
also, and he praises her, saying: 'Many daughters have
done nobly, But you excel them all.' Charm is deceitful
and beauty is vain, but a woman who fears [reverences]
the LORD, she shall be praised. Give her the product of
her hands, and let her works praise her in the gates"....
Proverbs 31:28-31 NASB

* Faith and trust in the Father [and His Word {Will}]
ALWAYS allows His highest purpose to be accomplished
- and, as one refuses to take ANY preconceived notions, it
is certain that [both sooner and later] they will see the
"perfection" of the Lord in ALL that they say and do. 
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...."Then said the Lord to me, 'You have seen well, for
I am alert and active, watching over My word to perform
it'".... Jeremiah 1:12 The Amplified Translation

* The higher the "altitude" the better the "attitude".

...."But God, being rich in mercy, because of His
great love with which He loved us, even when we were
dead in our transgressions, made us alive together with
Christ [by grace you have been saved] , and raised us up
with Him, and seated us with Him in the heavenly places
in Christ Jesus".... Ephesians 2:4-6 NASB

                                        *****
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